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CORE BENEFITS

• Tightly Integrated with Flare

• Overall project scan/summary to see general statistics, critical issues, and suggestions

• Analyzer is like a QA team member that you can call upon at any time – without having to keep this person on payroll!
ANALYZER REPORTS FLARE AUTHORS LOVE

• Summary View
• Accessibility Reports
• Style Data and Suggestions including:
  » New style suggestions
  » Replace local style suggestions
  » Undefined Styles
• Snippet and Variable Suggestions
• Cross Reference Suggestions
• Unused Content Reports
• Honorable Mentions: Duplicate items in TOC and Topics Without Concepts
GETTING STARTED – ENABLING SCANS
GETTING STARTED – ENABLING SCANS

Options window showing Analyzer settings with options to collect various segments and prospects.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF CERTIFIED TRAINING

As a webinar attendee, receive $100 OFF your next advanced training course.

MadCap Flare CSS
May 10-11, 2016 (web-based)

MadCap Flare Single Sourcing
May 12-13, 2016 (web-based)

For more details, or to take advantage of this offer, contact sales@madcapsoftware or click here.

Note: Courses subject to change. Availability based on student registration. Certain restrictions apply; cannot be combined with any other offer or promotion. Not valid on courses already purchased.
THANK YOU!

Jennifer Morse
jmorse@madcapsoftware.com